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We are a high touch culinary curation company based in and
inspired by the innovative, hospitable soul of New Orleans.
We saw a private events industry dominated by unoriginal menus
and unrecognized chefs and knew we had to change it. By
collaborating with a diverse team of independent chefs and
restaurant groups, we create and execute customized food
experiences to take your event to the next level.
Our holistic approach includes menu curation, and dedicated
on-site management to see your event from ideation to completion.

brand values
The Sky’s the Limit
We read between the lines to bring our clients
a customized culinary experience they
couldn’t have imagined. After a personalized
consultation, we dip into our trusted network
of inventive chefs, caterers and food trucks and
handpick the perfect match(es) for your event.

Transparency + Accessibility
A relaxed, high-touch client experience is at
the core of what we do. We’re up front with
every step of our process (including pricing).
As actual humans who communicate
promptly and thoughtfully, we’ll be here
when you call.

We’re on the Pulse
We are undeniably food obsessed and up to
date on the world of inventive independent
chefs across the nation. We believe food
should always be served with a side of story
and personality. Searching for a refreshing
alternative to the impersonal catering
experience? Look no further.

Empowerment
We empower chefs to grow their businesses
by connecting them with new audiences
through events. On the flip side, we take
work off your plate and make your event
shine by handling every aspect of your
custom food experience.

case studies
As a planner, my clients trust
me to guide them throughout
the process of picking
vendors and executing their
dream wedding. I am so
thankful
that
I
was
introduced to Danielle and
Barrie. I coordinate quite a
few weddings at venues that
do not have in-house
caterers. When I heard about
their niche for creating
culinary experiences through
the use of multiple vendors
that offer specialty catering
services, I was thrilled! They
have been a dream to work
with and my clients have
been able to dazzle their
guests with unique dining
experiences through their
contacts.

As the single catering contact coordinating with four
independent chefs, My House Social handled all things
food before, during and after the wedding, leaving the
planner to focus on the wider picture and smoothly
executing an exciting, diverse culinary experience.
Venue: Civic Theatre, New Orleans, LA
Guests: 150
Number of chefs: 4
Food: Raw Oyster Bar, Mini Crawfish Pies, Cajun
Cheeseburger Sliders, Big Dave's Buffalo Chicken
Pizza, Sno-balls

When a bride originally from New Orleans returned
home for her big day, My House Social assisted her
planner by sourcing two food trucks, creating menu
items and advising on portion numbers and contracts.
Venue: Race and Religious, New Orleans, LA
Guests: 140
Number of trucks: 2
Food: Chicken and Waffles, Truffle Bacon Mac n’
Cheese, Gazpacho Salad, Carnital Knowledge Tacos

Brooke Casey,
Brooke Casey Weddings

we work with
Race and Religious

Felicity Church

New Orleans Pharmacy Museum
Capulet

Arts Estuary

Maison Macarty

Benacchi House

The Ogden Museum

Marigny Opera House

Contemporary Arts Center

Sugarmill

Civic Theater

Melrose Mansion

The Mazant

Beauregard-Keyes House

Bevolo

Etoile Polaire

The Art Garage

testimonials
Oyster shuckers, a snowball stand, AND a
pizza truck at our wedding - how
unforgettable and delicious.

Worked tirelessly… in advance of the
wedding to ensure our menu checked all of
our boxes and represented us as a couple.
Many of our guests visited some of the best
restaurants in town and still said our
wedding menu was by far their favorite.

All of our family and friends still rave about
the food!
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